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EPISODE ON DEMAND
Once we make choices that were sealed into our auric field by
the Hierarchy of Light during auspicious days like the Wesak
Festival, tremendous transformational forces are unleashed.
As we gain momentum in redirecting our life on our path of
enlightenment we come to a point of no return. It happens ever
so silently, but we know when it is upon us. This can be a very
frightening moment. What if we made the wrong choice? What
if the direction we are moving towards is creating more
limitations and responsibilities we can’t handle? In this
episode St. Germain will support you in this process f
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Featured Guest
Ascended Master St. Germain

Guest Image

St. Germain, co-host and Master of Transformation, Ancient Wisdom, Freedom and
Mercy and the Chohan of the Seventh Ray, ascended from his human existence into the
higher realms to guide humanity to do the same. His main focus is to support the
evolutionary process here on Earth during this time of great global change from a
consciousness of duality and limitations into a consciousness of oneness, love,
peace and liberation. Much has been written about him, some of it true and some of it a
human interpretation to conceptualize the unexplainable. His intent for creating this
radio show series is to not only assist you in the transformation of your own personal
life, but also in the tr
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